An institutional Learning Plan is needed to galvanize the collective intelligence, efforts, and resources of the College community toward achieving the best possible learning environment. The purpose of the Plan is to define a set of long term learning goals while building coherency among institutional strategic directions and classroom experience and outcomes, across functional areas of the College. Each goal will be further defined by a set of benchmarks which will be regularly assessed for progress toward the goal. The Learning Plan will be reviewed and revised biannually to assure currency, relevancy, and agility, allowing the College to balance progress toward institutional learning goals with adaptability to challenges and opportunities. In order to reflect the College’s mission and values accurately and holistically, Lane’s Learning Plan will require the participation of college faculty, administrators, students, and staff at all phases.

Questions for Discussion:

What is the charge for developing the Learning Plan?

How does the Learning Plan relate to Strategic Directions and other major campus initiatives?

Other questions?